INTRODUCTION
============

Cognitive dysfunction is not rare among patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) which affects working memory, attention, psychomotor processing speed, and execution.[@B1],[@B2],[@B3] There is an ongoing debate about whether cognitive dysfunction is a trait or a state in depression. Many studies have found long-term impairment in sustained attention, working memory and executive functioning after patients recover from depression.[@B4],[@B5],[@B6] This evidence support that cognitive dysfunction is a trait, instead of a simple state marker in depression because it is consistent, and clinically significant in MDD.[@B3] Thus, it is of interest to study the mechanisms of cognitive dysfunction in major depressive disorder.

Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), some studies had found decreased activities in specific brain areas such as anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) among patients with MDD.[@B7],[@B8] DLPFC plays a key role to regulate intellectual function and action by integration of sensory and mnemonic information. This brain area is also essential for the conflict-induced behavioral adjustment, which mediates encoding and maintenance of information about experienced conflict related with episode memory.[@B9] There has been evidence that executive function improved after trans-cranial stimulation in the left DLPFC area among patients with MDD.[@B10] Some studies found decreased activity in DLPFC among patients with MDD,[@B7],[@B8] and antidepressant treatment can increase activities in DLPFC during cognitive tasks.[@B11] Thus, DLPFC may be an area that is important for the understanding of cognitive deficits in MDD.

Despite significant findings from studies of a specific brain area, an integrated view is necessary for investigations of complex cognitive dysfunction. Increasing efforts has been focused on functional connectivity (FC) between brain regions.[@B12] Some evidence has been found from fMRI studies for very low frequency fluctuations (LFFs) (\<0.08 Hz) in blood oxygen level dependence (BOLD) signals (LFBF) during the resting state.[@B13],[@B14] The fluctuations are synchronous and exhibit high temporal coherence in functionally related regions of the brain. The functional dependencies within whole brain by no neuropsychological task, defined as resting state functional connectivity (RSFC) based on the LFFs. Recent studies have reported increasing RSFC of depression.[@B15],[@B16] The cognition connectivity network (CCN) is an important RSFC network based on fMRI data which serves cognitive tasks involving hyperactivity in frontal and parietal regions,[@B16],[@B17] but there are still lack of research focused on CCN. Moreover, there has been little research on functional networks in early-stage MDD.

The aim of this study was to investigate the functional networks underlying cognitive deficits of MDD. We hypothesized that there are the abnormal functional networks in MDD. In order to test the hypothesis, a RSFC analysis was performed to construct the CCN based on seed DLPFC.[@B16] The CCN measures correlations of spontaneous LFBF signals between the seed region (DLPFC) and all brain voxels. Then, CCN were compared between individuals with first-episode MDD who had no history of antidepressant treatment and non-MDD health controls.

METHODS
=======

Participants
------------

Patients with MDD were recruited from the outpatient clinic at Huashan Hospital and Shanghai Mental Health Center, Shanghai, China. Non-MDD health individuals matched on age, sex, and level of education with MDD patients, who were recruited via advertisement. Sixteen patients with MDD and 16 controls participated in the study after signing informed consents. The study was approved by the institutional review board of Shanghai Mental Health Center. All participants were right-handed and the right right-eye-dominant. All participants were assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID), 24-item Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD),[@B18] and 14-item Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA). Clinical laboratory tests included blood counts, metabolic panel, thyroid hormone tests, urinary analysis and pregnancy tests for female.

Patients. Inclusion criteria: All patients were 25-50 years of age, met DSM-IV diagnostic criteria of MDD, had first episode of MDD, were naïve to antidepressant, had a score greater than 20 in HAMD and a score less than 7 in HAMA, and were receiving outpatient treatment. Exclusion criteria included a history of other DSM-IV Axis I disorder (e.g., schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorder or an anxiety disorder) as the primary diagnosis, having taken any prescription or psychotropic medications in the prior 4 weeks, current suicidal ideation or attempt, undergoing inpatient treatment, substance dependence during the past year (except for dependence of caffeine or nicotine), positive urinary toxicology at baseline, alcohol drinking in the prior week, any serious medical or neurological illness, current pregnancy or breastfeeding, and metallic implants or other contraindications to MRI.

Controls. Inclusion criteria: health control were 25-50 years of age, had no history of psychiatric illnesses or substance use disorders, had no family history of major psychiatric or neurological illnesses in first degree relatives, were not currently taking any prescription or psychotropic medications, did not drink alcohol in the prior week, and did not have serious medical or neurological illnesses. Exclusion criteria: those who were pregnant or breastfeeding, or had metallic implants or other MRI contraindications were excluded.

Functional MRI procedure
------------------------

A 3.0-T General Electric Signa scanner with a standard whole-head coil was used for MRI in this study. T1 structural images with a horizontal axis were acquired using the SE sequence with the following parameters: repeat time (TR)=500 ms, echo time (TE)=14 ms, flip angle=15°, 5.0 mm thickness, no interval, and NEX=1. The 3D reconstruction used rapid interference phase gradient echo flip recovery (FSPGRIR) and pulse sequence (T1 weighed) scanning with the following parameters: TR=5.9 ms, TE=1.4 ms, flip angle=15°, 1.0 mm thickness, no interval, field of vision (FOV)=240×240 mm, bandwidth=31.25, and resolution=1.0×1.0×1.0 mm. Multislice echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used to obtain whole-brain functional images with the following parameters: TR=3000 ms, TE=30 ms, flip angle=90°, 5.0 mm thickness, no interval, FOV=240×240 mm, matrix size=64×64, and spatial resolution=3.75×3.75×5.0 mm. Each brain volume was comprised of 22 axial slices and each functional run contained 100 volumes. The fMRI instruction: to lie and remain motionless, to keep your eyes closed and relax as possibly. The scanning time of resting state: 5 minutes and 12 seconds.

Data preprocessing
------------------

The data were preprocessed by standard procedures including slice timing, realignment, and spatial normalization to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and re-sampled at 3 mm^3^. Then data were spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Full Wave at Half Maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. A low-pass frequency filter (0.01\<f\<0.08 Hz) was applied by using AFNI (<http://www.afni.nimh.nih.gov/>).[@B19] Linear regression was used to control for confounding factors including six motion parameters, mean time series of white matter, cerebrospinal fluid and global signal using SPM8 ([www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm](www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm)).[@B15],[@B20]

Seed region selection and functional connectivity analysis
----------------------------------------------------------

The left and right DLPFC region was chosen to serve as individual seeds ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) based on literature.[@B16] We defined the seed region by using a 6 mm radius sphere respectively centering on the points (±36, 27, 33). The BOLD time series of the voxels within each seed were averaged to generate the reference time series for the specific seed region using SPM8 ([www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm](www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm)). A correlation map was subsequently constructed by computing the Pearson\'s correlation coefficient between the reference time series and the time series of each voxel in the whole brain. Fisher\'s r-to-z transform {z=0.5 Ln \[(1+r)/(1-r)\]} was used to normalize data.[@B21] Statistical significance was considered when p\<0.05 using false discovery rate (FDR) for multiple comparisons correction with a cluster size ≥10 voxels (270 mm^3^). The significance maps were created by combining results across participants within a group, which were defined as the cognition connectivity network (CCN) maps. Based on CCN map obtained by the correlation coefficients, we calculated significant differences in mean correlation coefficients for both left and right DLPFCs between the MDD and control groups using two ample t tests, notably with age, gender distribution and education level as covariates. The t values were converted to equally probable z score and statistical significance was considered when p\<0.05. A combined threshold for the contrast maps was set at p\<0.05 (FDR correction) for a cluster size ≥10 voxels (270 mm^3^).

Association analysis between functional connectivity and clinical characteristics
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

First, the mean values of functional connectivity in the clusters showing significant differences of CCN between the two groups were extracted. Multivariate linear regressions were then performed to evaluate the relationships between the mean values of functional connectivity in MDD patients and total score of HAMD, while the age, gender, and educational level were controlled as the covariates.

RESULTS
=======

Demographics and psychometrics
------------------------------

Sixteen individuals with MDD included: 7 females and 9 males between 26 to 45 years of age (mean age: mean±SD, 33.44±5.77 years) with a level of education between 12 to 21 years (mean level: 15.48±2.69 years). Sixteen health control subjects included 7 females and 9 males between 27 to 43 years of age (33.25±5.09 years) with a level of education between 12 to 22 years (15.72±3.03 years). All patients had first episode MDD and were naïve to antidepressants. Their duration of disorder varied from one to five months (mean duration: 3.08±1.30 months). Their age of onset varied from 26 to 44 years of age (33.13±5.74 years). There were no statistical significance in sex, age (t=0.09, p\>0.05) and years of education (t=-0.27, p\>0.05) between the two groups. HAMD scores varied from 26 to 36 (mean value: 31.19±2.95) in the MDD group, and 1 to 6 (2.63±1.96) in the control group (t=32.26, p\<0.05). HAMA scores varied from 4 to 6 (mean value: 5.62±0.72) in the MDD group, and 3 to 6 (3.31±0.87) in the control group (t=8.18, p\<0.05).

Functional connectivity construction of CCN
-------------------------------------------

Seed location was shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Results of ROI connectivity analysis for the left and right seed DLPFC in each group were shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for the two groups separately. Specific regions included the frontal lobe (BA 9), parietal lobe (BA 7), and limbic lobe especially near the posterior anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Additionally, connectivity in both left and right DLPFCs with the temporal lobe was also shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Differences in CCN between the two groups
-----------------------------------------

The MDD group exhibited increased FC in the left DLPFC in one cluster, overlapping the middle frontal gyrus, BA7, BA43, precuneus, BA6, BA40, superior temporal gyrus, BA22, inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, BA4 and cingulate gyrus in the left cerebrum ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Health controls did not show any cluster with significantly greater FC compared to depressed subjects in left DLPFC network. There was not significantly different of FC in right DLPFC network between the two groups ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Association between CCN and clinical characteristics
----------------------------------------------------

No significant correlation was found between the functional connectivity of CNN and symptom severity assessed by the HAMD in MDD group (p\>0.05).

DISCUSSION
==========

There are two main findings from this study. First, the cognition connectivity network (CCN) was constructed separately by both left and right DLPFC seed-region analysis in each group. It included the frontal lobe (BA 9), parietal lobe (BA 7), and limbic lobe especially near posterior ACC in both groups. The result of CCN was consistent with prior literatures on resting state fMRI.[@B16],[@B22] All the brain areas were involved in attention, episodic memory, and execution of cognition.[@B1],[@B7],[@B23] Second, depressed subjects exhibited significantly increased FCs in the gray matter via the left seed DLPFC including middle frontal gyrus, BA7, BA43, precuneus, BA6, BA40, superior temporal gyrus, BA22, inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, BA4 and cingulate gyrus in the left cerebrum. However, health controls did not show any cluster with significantly greater FC compared to depressed subjects in left DLPFC network. No significant difference was found in FC in the right DLPFC network between the MDD and non-MDD groups.

To the best of authors\' knowledge, three has been few studies that focused on functional connectivity network of cognition control in MDD. Differences in methodology (e.g., analytical methods and sampling approaches), duration of illnesses, and medication status precluded direct comparison of findings from the current study with previous studies. Findings from the current study are in line with a previous study, which found increased functional connectivity in the left DLPFC and the cerebellum in MDD patients compared to healthy controls using task fMRI.[@B24] Findings from the current study contradict with that from a previous study where a decreased resting FC within the CCN was found in the MDD group compared to the control group. Moreover, this previous study found that lower resting FC within the CCN predicted low remission and persistence of depressive symptoms, apathy, and dysexecutive behavior after treatment with escitalopram.[@B25] These discrepancies in results may be attributed to differences in study samples between the current study and the previous study. In specific, the sample of the previous study consisted of elderly adults who were 60 years of age or older. In contrast, participants of the current study were individuals who had their first episodes of MDD and were 45 years of age or younger. Thus, it is arguable that the current study is less biased by the persistence of MDD, for which the underlying mechanism can be quite different from the occurrence of MDD. In the early stage, the increasing of functional connectivity might contribute to the underlying mechanism for developing MDD.

DLPFC is an essential brain area for attention, episode memory and executive functioning.[@B9],[@B10],[@B11] Previous studies suggest that the left cerebral hemisphere is dominant for speech perception during verbal tasks, and the right hemisphere was dominant during visuospatial tasks.[@B21],[@B26] These findings were consistent with a functional trans-cranial Doppler study (fTCD), in which a stable flow was evident in the dominant hemisphere in successive cognitive tasks.[@B27] In this study, increased FCs were found in the network from left DLPFC during verbal tasks. It provides supporting evidence for the role of left cerebrum in cognitive deficits related with speech perception.

The results of frontal gyrus in this study are consistent with one previous study, which found increased FC in the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex and junction to the DLPFC.[@B16] In this study, both middle frontal gyrus and BA6 show significantly greater FCs within the left DLPFC. This large area of the frontal cortex is believed to play a role in the planning of complex and coordinated movements. Since the cognition network behaved especially in the precentral frontal cortex within the default mode network during resting-state,[@B16] the present findings implicate that the precentral frontal cortex keeps on increasing FCs of the CCN in MDD.

In this study, the findings of increased FC in the parietal cortex are in line with one previous study, in which increased FCs were located in the DLPFC and the inferior parietal lobes in the task-positive networks (TPN).[@B15] The inferior parietal lobule has been found to play a role in language, mathematical operations, body image, and interpretation of sensory information.[@B28],[@B29] In this study, increased FC overlapped with postcentral parietal cortex including BA7, BA40 and precuneus. BA7 has been shown to play a role in visuo-spatial coordination.[@B30] It serves as a convergence point between vision and proprioception to determine the location of objects in relation to parts of the body. BA40 is involved in reading.[@B31] Precuneus plays a major role in integrated metal processes, including visuo-spatial imagery, episodic memory and self-operation.[@B32] Some studies had found that postcentral gyrus of parietal cortex showed decreased volume in voxel[@B33],[@B34] and decreased serotonin 1A receptor binding among individuals with depression.[@B35] The structure deficit has been hypothesized as a marker of cognition dysfuntion.[@B33],[@B34] The change of serotonin 1A receptor implicated the histopathological pattern involved in depressed mood, which might also predict the treatment effectiveness related to cognition dysfunction on depression.[@B35] Additionally, one earlier study showed postcentral parietal cortex was a brain area with increasing FCs in late-life depression.[@B36] Thus, the altered FCs on postcentral parietal cortex found in this study may serve as a marker for cognitive deficits in MDD.

This study also found some novel brain areas with increased FCs via left DLPFC in depression. The BA 43 is a gustatory cortical area. The superior temporal gyrus serves as the primary auditory cortex. The BA22 is involved in language processing. The BA 4 is the primary motor cortex of the human brain. The cingulate cortex is involved in emotions, learning, and memory; it is also important for executive functioning and respiratory control.[@B37] Increased FCs in these brain areas suggests that these areas are involved in integrated cognitive functioning, and are associated with cognitive deficits in MDD.

No significant correlation was found between FCs of CCN and clinical severity assessed by HAMD. The CCN is specifically used to evaluate the patterns of functional connectivity network which is constructed of brain areas responsible for the cognitive function.[@B16] The HAMD reflects primarily the severity of depression or related clinical factors rather than the cognitive function. However, cognitive function is also associated with depressive symptoms, the negative result from current regression analysis may not be an evidence as the association of the altered connectivity of cognitive deficit in MDD.

Findings of the current study should be interpreted in light of the following limitations. First, longer TR (3000 ms) was used to measure spontaneous activities of the whole brain. The results may have been biased by heat beating. Future studies using shorter TR are needed to address this limitation and focus on cognition-mood brain areas if there are no hardware limitations such as limbic lobe near to ACC.[@B15],[@B16],[@B36] Second, sample size is small and only out-patients were included in the study. Thus, results may not apply to individuals with MDD who are undergoing inpatient treatment. Counterbalancing strength is that all patients were first episode patients, and were naïve to any psychotropic medication. This sample of individuals is arguably superior to past-onset individuals who had a history of antidepressant treatment which changes FCs in the brain and thus masks intrinsic characteristics related to depression.[@B11] Third, what we explored were only the patterns of CCN among the special patient sample by the similar approaches used in the Sheline et al\'s work.[@B16] Using the seed correlation analysis, the presumed cognition functional connectivity might be assessed.[@B16] It is just a primary study that focuses on the brain regions involved in the disease at global brain level. However, future study needs to measure the clinical characteristics including the intelligence quotient among larger sample of MDD. By further exploring the relationship between the CCN and clinical cognitive characteristics while regressing out all kinds of bias factors, the potential mechanisms of cognitive symptoms in MDD may be determined by the neuroimaging indices.

Despite limitations like these, the current study observed alterations in CCN of the left DLPFC during early stages of MDD. These brain areas might be involved in the cognitive dysfunction in MDD. Future longitudinal studies of both first-episode individuals and recurrent individuals are needed to provide evidence underlying the mechanisms of the cognitive symptoms about whether the increased FCs in the left DLPFC is a state or a trait.
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![Location of seed regions. Red circle in three maps of line A corresponds to a seed region in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and blue circle in three maps of line B corresponds to a seed region in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. All maps using the Montreal Neurological Institute spatial array coordinate system (MNI). X: sagittal view, Y: coronal view, Z: axial view.](pi-12-227-g001){#F1}

![Functional connectivity maps of individual groups by using Z axial views for whole brain. A controls and B major depressive disorder (MDD) subjects using seed left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. C controls and D MDD subjects using seed right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. All maps using the Montreal Neurological Institute spatial array coordinate system (MNI).](pi-12-227-g002){#F2}

![Comparison of functional connectivity maps for depressed and control subjects across the network of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The color bar indicates that images were thresholded at p\<0.05. Major depressive disorder subjects\>controls, between-group comparison with X, Y, and Z coordinates shown at one cluster including two primary voxels in frontal (line A) and parietal lobe (line B). All maps using the Montreal Neurological Institute spatial array coordinate system (MNI). X: sagittal view, Y: coronal view, Z: axial view.](pi-12-227-g003){#F3}
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Significant clusters of CCN by both left and right DLPFC positive correlation
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Significance criteria of p\<0.001, random effects analysis. Listed primary peak location is Montreal Neurological Institute spatial array coordinate system (MNI), cluster size (mm^3^). BA: Broadmann\'s Area, DLPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, MDD: major depressive disorder, CCN: cognition connectivity network
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Significant clusters by comparing FC of left and right DLPFC in MDD subjects versus controls
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Listed primary peak location is Montreal Neurological Institute spatial array coordinate system (MNI), cluster size (mm^3^), and significance level for each region. Height and extent thresholds of p\<0.05 were used to determine significant clusters between groups. FCs: functional connectivity, MDD: major depressive disorder, BA: Broadmann\'s Area, DLPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
